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Abstract

Martian crustal magnetic fields influence the solar wind interaction with Mars in a way that is not fully understood. In some

locations, crustal magnetic fields act as “mini-magnetospheres”, shielding the planet’s atmosphere, while in other locations they

act as channels for enhanced energy input and particle escape. The net effect of this system is not intuitively clear, but previous

modeling studies have suggested that crustal fields likely decrease global ion escape from Mars. In this study we use data from

the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft to analyze how crustal magnetic fields influence both global

and local ion escape at Mars. We find that crustal fields only increase ion escape if ions are assumed to be so unmagnetized

that closed magnetic fields only trap 35% or less of energized Oxygen ions. In any other case, crustal fields decrease both global

and local ion escape by as much as 40% and 80%, respectively. This suggests that the presence of crustal magnetic fields has

had a moderate impact on atmospheric ion loss throughout Martian history, potentially influencing the planet’s atmospheric

evolution and habitability.
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Key Points:9

• Martian crustal magnetic fields affect global ion escape by at most 40%.10

• Martian crustal magnetic fields affect local ion escape by at most 80%.11

• Unless ions at Mars are very unmagnetized, crustal magnetic fields decrease both12

global and local ion escape.13
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Abstract14

Martian crustal magnetic fields influence the solar wind interaction with Mars in a way15

that is not fully understood. In some locations, crustal magnetic fields act as “mini-magnetospheres”,16

shielding the planet’s atmosphere, while in other locations they act as channels for en-17

hanced energy input and particle escape. The net effect of this system is not intuitively18

clear, but previous modeling studies have suggested that crustal fields likely decrease global19

ion escape from Mars. In this study we use data from the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile20

EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft to analyze how crustal magnetic fields influence both21

global and local ion escape at Mars. We find that crustal fields only increase ion escape22

if ions are assumed to be so unmagnetized that closed magnetic fields only trap 35% or23

less of energized Oxygen ions. In any other case, crustal fields decrease both global and24

local ion escape by as much as 40% and 80%, respectively. This suggests that the pres-25

ence of crustal magnetic fields has had a moderate impact on atmospheric ion loss through-26

out Martian history, potentially influencing the planet’s atmospheric evolution and hab-27

itability.28

Plain Language Summary29

The loss of the Martian atmosphere over time has transformed Mars from a po-30

tentially warm and wet planet to the cold, dry world we observe today. This atmospheric31

loss is often suggested to be the result of Mars losing its global magnetic field three bil-32

lion years ago. However, the loss of a global dynamo did not leave the Martian system33

devoid of planetary magnetic fields. Rather, the crust of Mars still contains scattered34

pockets of magnetic field that extend outward into the planet’s atmosphere. In some ar-35

eas, these magnetic fields shield the planetary atmosphere much in the same was as the36

Earth’s magnetic field, while in other areas the magnetic fields channel energy down into37

the planet’s atmosphere, potentially driving enhanced atmospheric loss. In this study,38

we use spacecraft data from MAVEN to analyze the extent to which Martian crustal mag-39

netic fields affect atmospheric escape at Mars. We show that the shielding provided by40

crustal magnetic fields reduces present-day ion escape by as much as 40%, and suggest41

that over time this has likely been an important factor in the total amount of atmosphere42

lost from the planet.43
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1 Introduction44

1.1 Background45

Over the last three to four billion years, a majority of the initial Martian atmosphere46

has escaped to space, leading to drastic changes in the Martian climate that may have47

influenced the planet’s habitability (B. Jakosky et al., 2018). Atmospheric escape of this48

kind occurs through a variety of physical mechanisms, and a primary goal of the MAVEN49

mission to Mars is to directly analyze the different escape processes present at Mars in50

order to determine how much atmosphere each has removed over time (B. Jakosky et51

al., 2015).52

In this study, we focus on those escape processes that act on planetary ions. Nu-53

merous spacecraft studies have found present-day global ion escape rates of 1024−102554

particles per second (Vaisberg et al., 1977; Lundin et al., 1990, 2008; Nilsson et al., 2011;55

Ramstad et al., 2015; D. A. Brain et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2015). If taken as a constant56

value through time, this would only account for the loss of a small fraction of the ini-57

tial Martian atmosphere (a few mbar). However, from studies of other stars it is expected58

that the sun was significantly more active early in the solar system (Ribas et al., 2005;59

Wood, 2006). With ∼10 times the present-day EUV and X-ray intensity and ∼10-10060

times the present-day solar wind pressure, it is expected that ancient Mars would have61

experienced much higher rates of ionization and much stronger electric fields, leading to62

significantly higher ion escape. We therefore find it necessary to study ion escape as it63

occurs at Mars today, such that we can understand how it may have varied throughout64

Martian history and contributed to the loss of the Martian atmosphere.65

Because ions carry an electric charge, their motion is guided by the local magnetic66

environment, which at Mars is notably complex. Pockets of crustal magnetism are scat-67

tered in clusters across the Martian surface, left in place by the global dynamo that once68

existed at the planet (Acuna et al., 1999). As these crustal magnetic fields interact with69

the incoming solar wind, they raise the height of Mars’ magnetic boundaries (e.g. D. Brain70

et al., 2003; Edberg et al., 2008; Fang et al., 2017), alter the shape of the magnetotail71

(e.g. DiBraccio et al., 2018; Xu, Mitchell, Weber, et al., 2020), and reconnect with the72

IMF to form a dense network of magnetic topology (e.g. D. Brain, 2007; Xu et al., 2017;73

Weber et al., 2017).74
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The nonuniform distribution of crustal magnetic fields means that different regions75

of the planet are likely subject to very different magnetic field environments. As a re-76

sult, the solar wind interaction with Mars is unlike any other in the solar system. Rather77

than an atmosphere that is shielded from the solar wind (as in the case of a global dipole)78

or one that is exposed (as in the case of fully unmagnetized planets), Mars represents79

a hybrid of the two situations. In some areas, crustal field structures provide shielding80

analogous to that of a global dynamo, with horizontal fields deflecting low energy par-81

ticles from the solar wind. Where these structures reconnect with the IMF, they create82

“cusps” of vertically oriented fields that may behave similarly to the polar outflow re-83

gions we observe at magnetized planets, channeling energy into localized pockets (e.g.84

Mitchell et al., 2001; D. Brain, 2007). And in the unmagnetized regions of Mars, the so-85

lar wind interacts directly with the top of the conducting ionosphere, creating a more86

typical induced magnetosphere. To complicate matters further, the way any particular87

location on Mars interacts with the solar wind varies greatly as it rotates between the88

dayside and the nightside, as well as with changes in the incoming solar wind conditions89

(e.g. D. Brain et al., 2003, 2020; Weber et al., 2019, 2020). Crustal fields that are just90

strong enough to stand off the solar wind during typical conditions may be completely91

overpowered during periods of increased solar wind pressure.92

The overall influence that this complex system has on atmospheric escape is not93

immediately clear. The presence of magnetic shielding on a local scale would seem to94

inhibit escape to some degree, but the prevalence of energized cusp regions could do just95

as much to funnel enhanced escape through these channels (Nilsson et al., 2011; Ma et96

al., 2014; Brecht & Ledvina, 2014; Ramstad et al., 2016; Dubinin et al., 2020). Alter-97

natively, it could be just as possible that the effects of the crustal magnetic fields are neg-98

ligible when compared to the other sources of atmospheric escape at Mars, particularly99

when considering the planet’s relatively weak gravitational pull. In any case, further anal-100

ysis of how the crustal fields affect atmospheric escape should be illuminating, both in101

constraining the evolution of Mars and in understanding how planetary magnetic fields102

affect atmospheric escape on a broader scale. This paper presents initial results of such103

an analysis.104
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1.2 Analyzing ion escape at Mars105

Ion escape from Mars can occur through a several different channels and processes,106

but all forms of ion escape involve the completion of three general conditions. First, the107

presence of ions is required (an obvious detail, but an important one). Second, these ions108

need to be energized such that they reach escape energy. Third, the escaping ions must109

have a viable, unhindered path through which they can leave the system. In other words,110

the supply, energization, and transport of ions each play an important role in driv-111

ing ion escape at Mars. Each of these steps could represent a bottleneck for escape un-112

der certain conditions. If the supply of ions through ionization is low, then escape rates113

will be low regardless of how much energy is delivered to the system. If many ions are114

created but energy input is low, then few will reach the velocities necessary to leave the115

planet. And even if many ions are brought to escape energy, they still might fail to be116

transported out of the system, perhaps due to the loss of energy through collisions or117

the presence of magnetic fields hindering their escape.118

In this study, we use this three-step framework to analyze ion escape at Mars. Us-119

ing data from the MAVEN spacecraft, we measure the supply, energization, and trans-120

port of ions in the Martian system. We interpret this information specifically in the con-121

text of understanding how these processes are affected by the presence of crustal mag-122

netic fields. We then use our understanding to estimate the extent to which crustal mag-123

netic fields influence ion escape at Mars.124

In section 2, we discuss the data products and instruments used in this study. In125

section 3, we present results regarding the supply, energization, and transport of ions on126

the dayside of mars. In section 4 we present comparable results for the Martian night-127

side. In section 5 we link our dayside and nightside analyses together through a study128

of variations with solar zenith angle. In section 6 we provide a condensed summary of129

our results thus far. In section 7, we use the previous results to formulate estimates of130

crustal field influence on Martian ion escape. And in section 8 we summarize our find-131

ings and discuss their associated implications.132

2 Data and instrumentation133

This work uses ion densities and fluxes that were measured by the Suprathermal134

and Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC) instrument aboard MAVEN (McFadden et al.,135
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2015). STATIC is an electrostatic analyzer that also makes use of time-of-flight analy-136

sis to measure ion fluxes across a range of masses (1 - 70 amu), energies (0.1 eV - 20 keV),137

and look directions (360° by 90°). Here we use measurements from the instrument’s D1138

mode of operation, which samples particle distributions across 32 energy bins, 8 mass139

bins, and 64 directional bins. Our analysis uses three and a half years of data, spanning140

from April 14, 2016 through Sept 2, 2019. Data sampled below 200 km altitude are ex-141

cluded from this study due to ion suppression issues that cause unreliable measurements142

in that region. Each individual measurement represents an instantaneous ion distribu-143

tion function that is then corrected for both spacecraft velocity and spacecraft poten-144

tial, with measurements of spacecraft potential coming from a multi-instrument anal-145

ysis technique that uses information from SWEA, STATIC, and LPW. Moments of the146

distribution are then taken to obtain ion densities and fluxes.147

In this study we also use measurements of vector magnetic field from MAG (Connerney148

et al., 2015) and energetic electron fluxes from SWEA (Mitchell et al., 2016) in order to149

determine magnetic field topology using a method outlined in Xu et al. (2019). This method150

analyzes (1) the presence of loss cones in electron pitch-angle distributions (PADs) to151

determine when a field line is connected to the collisional atmosphere, (2) the presence152

of photoelectron energy signatures to determine when a field line is connected to the day-153

side ionosphere, (3) the presence of solar wind electron energy signatures to determine154

when a field line is connected to the IMF, and (4) the presence of suprathermal electron155

depletions to determine when a field line is located in a closed loop on the nightside of156

Mars. From these pieces of information, we are able to deduce whether a magnetic field157

line being measured by MAVEN is topologically open, closed, or draped, and we are also158

able to infer whether the field is connected to the dayside, the nightside, or both. For159

a complete explanation of our topology identification technique, see sections 2.2 and 2.3160

of Xu et al. (2019).161

3 Dayside Results162

We begin our analysis on the dayside of Mars, using measurements taken between163

0° and 90° solar zenith angle.164
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3.1 Supply165

In Figure 1 are shown geographic maps of O2
+ density on the dayside of Mars. As166

one would expect from a typical ionospheric profile, the density of O2
+ decreases with167

altitude, and we can also see that at higher altitudes there are geographic variations in168

density that appear to correspond to crustal field locations. In the lowest altitude bin169

(200 - 288 km), O2
+ densities are fairly uniform across the planet, but at the higher al-170

titudes we see that densities are largest in the southern hemisphere near 180° longitude,171

where the strongest crustal field regions are located.172

Unfortunately, these maps suffer from relatively low data density. Many of the longitude-173

latitude bins contain only 10-20 points, and statistical noise seems fairly prevalent. In174

the context of this study, however, we are less interested in distinguishing between spe-175

cific crustal field structures than we are in understanding the general trends that sep-176

arate magnetized and unmagnetized regions of Mars. To that end, Figures 2a-d contains177

plots of ion density as a function of altitude, crustal magnetic field strength, and mag-178

netic elevation angle. For both O+ and O2
+ ions, we observe the same trend seen in Fig-179

ure 1. At low altitudes (near 200 km), ion densities of ∼104 cm-3 are observed consis-180

tently across all magnetic field strengths. This is to be expected, as these ions are pri-181

marily created through photoionization, a process that is unaffected by local magnetic182

fields. Moving to higher altitudes, we can see O2
+ densities decrease, and that this de-183

crease is more gradual in regions of strong magnetic field. As a result, at any given al-184

titude above 300 km we observe higher ionospheric densities in crustal field regions than185

we do in unmagnetized regions of Mars. This result was previously observed using MAR-186

SIS radar soundings by Andrews et al. (2015), though that study was unable to make187

measurements below 350 km altitude. They suggested that the vertical fields associated188

with crustal field structures allow for increased transport of particles to the upper iono-189

sphere, whereas ions in unmagnetized regions are constrained to low altitudes by hor-190

izontal induced magnetic fields. Here we support this interpretation, and suggest that191

in addition to transporting ionospheric plasma up to high altitudes, strong crustal fields192

are also likely able to effectively trap and recycle ions. Since collisions are unlikely above193

the exobase, many ions at this altitude will mirror within the field, remaining trapped194

in the crustal field structure until they are scattered into the loss cone or diffuse to high195

enough altitudes to encounter the solar wind. This leads to a build-up in density, as was196
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Figure 2. Three sets of plots containing results from the dayside of Mars (SZA 0°-90°).

(A-D): Density of O2
+ and O+ ions. (E-H): Flux of O2

+ and O+ ions traveling upward with

energy in excess of the local escape energy for that ion. (I-L): Frequency of observing specified

magnetic topologies. In the left column, plots are a function of altitude and crustal magnetic field

strength as modeled at a reference altitude of 150 km by the Morschhauser model (Morschhauser

et al., 2014). In the right column, plots are a function of altitude and the absolute value of mag-

netic elevation angle, from 0° (horizontal fields) to 90° (vertical fields). Bins with fewer than 50

points are colored gray.
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reported by Lundin et al. (2011) and Nilsson et al. (2011). Those authors used Mars Ex-197

press observations to make global maps of ion densities and fluxes, respectively, at Mars.198

In panels (a) and (c) of Figure 2 we can also see a particularly steep drop off in ion199

density that occurs at ∼ 500 − 600 km altitude in weakly magnetized regions, rising200

up to ∼ 1000 km altitude in strongly magnetized regions. This drop off represents the201

transition region between the Martian ionosphere and shocked solar wind plasma. Over202

years of study, this boundary has been referred to by a bevy of different names, includ-203

ing the “ionopause”, the “photoelectron boundary”, or the “ionosphere boundary” (see204

Espley, 2018, for a full discussion of terminology). These names each carry slightly dif-205

ferent physical implications, so in this work we refer to this boundary region using the206

most general term of “ionosphere boundary” (IB). A few hundred kilometers above the207

IB lies a second boundary region, wherein the induced magnetic fields and thermal pres-208

sure of the ionosphere are at balance with the ram pressure of the solar wind. This bound-209

ary has also garnered a series of names over of the years, but in this work we will refer210

to it by the catch-all term “induced magnetosphere boundary” (IMB).211

In Figures 2a and 2c we see how crustal fields affect the altitude of the IB. Strong212

crustal fields deflect incoming sheath plasma at high altitudes, pushing the boundary fur-213

ther from Mars and allowing ionospheric plasma to extend up to 1000 km altitude. This214

finding is in agreement with previous studies, several of which have found large asym-215

metries in boundary region altitudes between the strongly magnetized Southern hemi-216

sphere and the weakly magnetized Northern hemisphere (Mitchell et al., 2001; Crider217

et al., 2002; Fang et al., 2017; Matsunaga et al., 2017). A similar result was also reported218

by D. Brain et al. (2003), who showed that these variations also occur on a local scale219

around crustal field structures.220

Overall, we find that the dayside supply of ions at mars is consistently large at low221

altitudes, and that this supply extends to higher altitudes in crustal field regions. Whether222

the ion supply is effectively energized and transported will be investigated in the next223

sections.224

3.2 Energy225

To study where ions at Mars gain enough energy to escape the planet, we present226

Figures 2e-h. These plots contain measurements of the flux of ions traveling upward with227
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escape energy on the dayside of Mars. Here we once again see the effects of the IB in the228

top left of each of the four panels. Fluxes of ionospheric particles are primarily found229

below the IB, as the sheath plasma located above is composed primarily of protons. If230

we compare the IB as mapped out in Figures 2a-d to what we see in Figures 2e-h, we231

find small fluxes of energetic ions extending out past the boundary. Ions that make it232

to these altitudes are a primary source for ion pickup, and are all likely to escape the233

system provided that they do not collide with Mars as they are carried away by the so-234

lar wind.235

Below the IB, we find high fluxes of energetic ions, and here we observe differences236

in the energization of O+ and O2
+. O+ ions reach escape energy fairly uniformly across237

all crustal field strengths, and appear to typically be sufficiently energized even at our238

lowest sampled altitude of 200 km. This means that very quickly upon reaching the exobase,239

O+ is accelerated to escape energy. Here we do not identify a definite source for this en-240

ergization, but suggest that much of it is likely due to field-aligned electric potentials,241

which have been measured throughout the Martian ionosphere. Xu et al. (2018) and Collinson242

et al. (2019) used electron energy spectra measured by MAVEN to infer the magnitude243

of field-aligned potentials at Mars, determining that potential drops on the order of -1.0244

V to -1.5 V exist around the planet. The authors of those studies did not distinguish be-245

tween source mechanisms, but suggested that ambipolar electric fields are likely the pri-246

mary driver. The field-aligned potentials were also found to be strongest near the ion247

exobase, where they could play a role in pulling ions out of the collisional atmosphere248

and toward escape. Here we potentially see the result of this process, with O+ travel-249

ing upwards at escape energy across the planet.250

O2
+ ions, however, only acquire escape energy upon reaching higher altitudes, as251

shown in Figures 2e and 2f. At 200 km altitude, outward fluxes of O2
+ ions with escape252

energy are comparatively low. Only upon reaching ∼300-400 km altitude do the ions be-253

gin reaching escape energy. It makes intuitive sense that O2
+ ions would need to be ac-254

celerated over a larger distance than O+ ions to reach escape energy, as their escape en-255

ergy is twice as large. Moreso, a 1.5 V field-aligned potential drop alone is unable to pro-256

vide the ∼4 eV required for O2
+ escape. However, even a moderate potential drop of257

∼0.5 eV is able to loft ions upward past the exobase to higher altitudes where they can258

gain energy through plasma waves and other heating mechanisms, as was suggested by259

Ergun et al. (2016). We suggest that such a process is likely happening here, and that260

–11–
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these heating mechanisms are able to bring O+ to escape energy more quickly than O2
+

261

upon their motion to higher altitudes.262

In Figure 2e we also find that O2
+ fluxes vary substantially with crustal field strength.263

Specifically, fluxes in crustal field regions (>20 nT) are higher than those in the unmag-264

netized regions, and the altitude at which this flux enhancement occurs moves upward265

with increased crustal field strength. In the strongest crustal field regions (500 - 1000266

nT), peak energetic O2
+ fluxes are found near 1000 km altitude, just below where these267

crustal fields stand off with the solar wind. For the more middling strength crustal fields268

(∼50 nT), peak fluxes are found at 500 km altitude, once again just below where these269

fields interface with the IB. In general, we see here that the loop-tops and outer edges270

of crustal field structures show enhanced ion fluxes, while the inner, low-altitude sections271

of crustal field structures remain comparatively unenergized.272

The resulting situation looks somewhat similar to that of electrons trapped in crustal273

fields on the nightside of Mars. In that circumstance, the outer edges of crustal field struc-274

tures are filled with mirroring energetic electrons, while the inner sections are severely275

depleted of particles. In the case we observe here, a strong supply of ions exists through-276

out the entire crustal field structure (as seen in Figure 2a), but on the outer edges the277

particles are much more energetic and more likely to reach escape energy. We suggest278

two possible causes for this trend. First, it may be that only the high energy tail of par-279

ticles found within the crustal fields are able to diffuse upward to the outer edges, while280

low energy ions bound to the central loops of a field structure are confined to stay there.281

Second, particles that reach the outer edges of crustal field structures are more likely to282

absorb energy from the incoming solar wind. That is, crustal field loop-tops interface283

directly with shocked solar wind plasma, and particles located at these loop tops may284

be susceptible to energization via plasma waves (e.g. Ergun et al., 2006), magnetic pump-285

ing (e.g. Lundin & Hultqvist, 1989), or other such heating mechanisms. The true cause286

may, of course, be a combination of these two hypotheses. Upon close inspection, a sim-287

ilar enhancement can be seen in the O+ fluxes in Figure 2g, though it is less exagger-288

ated due to the generally higher fluxes exhibited by that particle species.289

In addition to the heating mechanisms mentioned above, some fraction of the flux290

we observe in strong crustal field regions was likely accelerated by the large field-aligned291

potentials that are found in crustal field cusps. Cusp potential drops in excess of 100 V292
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have been reported by several studies (Lundin et al., 2006; Dubinin et al., 2008), includ-293

ing a recent work that found such potential structures in association with observations294

of discrete aurora (Xu, Mitchell, McFadden, et al., 2020). These field-aligned potentials295

should be able to bring oxygen ions far above escape energy, driving large fluxes as they296

do. However, it is currently unclear how frequently potentials of this magnitude occur297

at Mars, so we do not speculate here on the extent to which they are responsible for the298

ion fluxes shown in Figure 2e-h. We can posit, however, that most of the escape flux driven299

in this way would be located on more vertically oriented crustal fields, and thus may be300

responsible for the flux enhancement we observe at high altitudes and high elevation an-301

gles in the upper right of Figure 2f. This section of the parameter space contains some302

of the highest O2
+ fluxes we observe on the dayside, despite hosting comparatively low303

O2
+ densities in Figure 2b. This suggests that the particles traveling through this re-304

gion are very highly energized.305

In summary, ion energization is present across the dayside of Mars, but is strongest306

in the crustal field regions. Ions in non-crustal field regions (of which there is a large sup-307

ply) are comparatively unenergized, suggesting that dayside escape is at least partially308

energy-limited. Whether the strong fluxes we observe in crustal field regions are effec-309

tively transported from the system is investigated in the next section.310

3.3 Transport311

With maps of energetic ion fluxes in hand, we next use calculations of magnetic312

topology to analyze whether these particles are likely to escape. Figure 2i-l contains plots313

of the frequency of observing specified field topologies on the dayside of Mars. Specif-314

ically, we identify when magnetic field lines being measured by MAVEN are connected315

to the Martian atmosphere at both ends (“closed”), connected to both the Martian at-316

mosphere and the solar wind (“open”), or connected only to the solar wind (“draped”,317

not shown here). As stated previously, the method of topological analysis used here is318

described in full detail in Xu et al. (2019).319

On the dayside, closed fields are more common at low altitudes and in strong crustal320

field regions. In fact, at our lowest studied altitude of 200 km, fields are almost uniformly321

closed across the dayside. This is a somewhat surprising result that was initially out-322

lined by Xu et al. (2017). In interpreting this finding, it may be imporant to recall that323
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our method of identifying topology determines whether field lines are connected to the324

collisional atmosphere, rather than to crustal field sources locked the planet’s surface.325

This means that many of the closed fields we observe at 200 km may truly be draped326

or induced field lines that thread through the collisional atmosphere multiple times. When327

we sample a field line of this kind while between its two points of connectivity, we ob-328

serve a field that is closed in the context of electron transport. At higher altitudes, we329

would expect that it would become more common for these draped and induced fields330

to only thread through the atmosphere once, causing an increase in open field topology.331

We can see this feature in Figures 2i and 2k. Here we observe a transition region located332

between 300 and 600 km where open field topology becomes more common. The alti-333

tude at which this transition occurs increases with increasing field strength, and by com-334

paring this to our previous analysis of the IB location we can see that open field lines335

are found predominantly in an altitude band located between the IB and low-altitude336

closed fields. This transition region is also where oxygen ion fluxes above escape energy337

reach their peak values in Figures 2e and 2g, suggesting that many of the energized ions338

should have a direct path through which they can escape. Closed topology, however, still339

remains dominant in this region, with 50% or more of the measured field lines being closed.340

Thus far we have been using magnetic topology as a determination of where ions341

can travel. However, our calculations of topology were made using electrons, and will342

not apply to energetic ion fluxes in all situations. We therefore need to determine how343

readily our definitions of “closed” and “open” truly apply to ions at this energy. Depend-344

ing on the extent to which ion fluxes we measure are frozen onto the local magnetic field,345

the fraction of ions that are escaping could vary substantially.346

To determine whether gyrating charged particles are effectively bound to a mag-347

netic field, we take a commonly used comparison between the particle gyroradius and348

the length-scale of the local magnetic field field. Following the methods of several pre-349

vious studies, we calculate Rg/L, where Rg is the ion gyroradius (mv⊥/|q|B) and L is350

a characteristic magnetic length scale given by |B|/|∇B| (Büchner & Zelenyi, 1989; Zhang351

et al., 2016). We calculate the gradient of the magnetic field (∇B) using statistically av-352

eraged maps of magnetic field, as measured by MAVEN’s MAG instrument over five years353

of data. We then used the magnetic field magnitude to calculate the local gyroradius of354

an O2
+ ion at escape energy (∼4 eV). This calculation assumed an average particle pitch355

angle of 45°. We then estimate particle magnetization as Rg/L. Values much less than356
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1 suggest that a particle is likely to follow magnetic field lines closely, often referred to357

as “magnetized”, while values much greater than 1 suggest a particle is only weakly bound358

to the magnetic field, or “unmagnetized”. Additional details of this method are included359

in the supplementary materials of this paper.360

In Figure 3, we present our calculations of O2
+ magnetization as a function of al-361

titude, magnetic field strength, and magnetic elevation angle. Before comparing these362

plots to those made in previous sections, we should first address several caveats associ-363

ated with this calculation. First, our analysis has only accounted for spatial variations364

in magnetic fields. Magnetic fields also vary in time, potentially quickly enough that any365

trapped ion might encounter different field topologies over the course of one 10 - 50 sec-366

ond bounce period. Second, we did not account for electric fields at all in this analysis,367

which in many circumstances are just as important if not more important than magnetic368

fields in the context of driving ion motion at Mars. Third, our calculation of gyroradius369

assumed the particles to have exactly escape energy, when in reality many of the fluxes370

we’ve observed were of higher energy than this by more than a factor of two. Each of371

these three caveats has the effect of making particles less magnetized than we calculate372

here. This means that we should treat these plots as representing a lower bound to Rg/L373

(or as an upper bound to the extent to which these ions are magnetized).374

With this in mind, Figure 3 illustrates that only in the strongest crustal field re-375

gions and at low altitudes are O2
+ particles at escape energy effectively magnetized. This376

means that much of the flux that we analyzed in Figure 2e-h may be able to escape Mars,377

even if found on a topologically closed field line. This is not to say that field topology378

makes no difference – closed field lines are still likely to disrupt ion flows and impede es-379

cape – but particles are only truly frozen onto their local magnetic field in the center of380

strong crustal field structures. At the tops of these structures, the magnetic field becomes381

weak enough that particles are only slightly magnetized, if at all. More specifically, the382

band of white extending from 100 nT and 300 km altitude to 1000 nT and 800 km al-383

titude signifies the transition to unmagnetized particles.384

In summary, we find that open fields are present in the regions where dayside ion385

energization is strongest, and should therefore be able to transport some fraction of these386

particles. What fraction are actually transported to escaping is difficult to determine,387

due both to the presence of many closed fields and the ions being relatively unmagne-388
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tized. We therefore will need to consider a range of possible transport efficiencies when389

making estimates of total ion escape later in this paper.390

Magnetized

Unmagnetized

Gyroradius / L for O2
+ at escape energy

Modeled |B| at 150 km [nT] B elevation angle

Figure 3. Magnetization of O2
+ ions at escape energy, calculated through a comparison be-

tween ion gyroradius and the length scale of the local magnetic field. The figure on the left plots

magnetization as a function of altitude an modeled magnetic field strength. The figure on the

right plots magnetization as a function of altitude and local elevation angle, from 0° (horizontal

fields) to 90° (vertical fields). Bins with fewer than 50 points are shaded gray.

4 Nightside Results391

Turning to the nightside of Mars, we next present Figure 4 using the same format392

as Figure 2. Once again we analyze ion density, ion flux, and magnetic topology, but this393

time we only use data sampled at solar zenith angles greater than 120°.394

4.1 Supply395

In Figures 4a-d we plot O+ and O2
+ densities on the nightside of Mars, where the396

supply of ions has a very different structure than on the dayside. Note that the these397

plots use a different color scale than those investigating the dayside in Figure 2; plasma398

densities are several orders of magnitude lower on the nightside. Immediately we can see399

that these plots show a much weaker dependence on altitude. Across the full altitude400

range, nightside densities vary only from ∼10 - 60 cm-3 for O2
+ and from ∼1 - 5 cm-3

401

for O+, as compared to the several orders of magnitude variation observed on the day-402
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side. This ionospheric structure is in agreement with Fowler et al. (2015), who showed403

that above 200 km nightside electron densities measured by LPW are roughly constant404

with altitude. That study also showed that a modest nightside ionosphere is sustained405

at low altitudes (<200km) by precipitating electrons. Though our observations are un-406

able to extend to such low altitudes, we can see the edge of this feature at the bottom407

of our O2
+ plots. Near 200 km in panels (a) and (b) we see a slight enhancement in O2

+
408

density as compared to higher altitudes, and from panel (b) it seems that this enhance-409

ment is most prominent on vertically oriented fields. These fields (particularly those as-410

sociated with crustal field cusp regions) are the most likely to facilitate precipitation of411

electrons into the nightside atmosphere, and here we see traces of the resulting produc-412

tion of ions through impact ionization.413

Figures 4a-d illustrates that the nightside of Mars has a sparse and tenuous ion pop-414

ulation, with low densities of ions flowing away from the planet fairly uniformly. The lack415

of any incoming solar wind ram pressure on this side of the planet means that particles416

are not compressed down to low altitudes as severely as on the dayside. The relatively417

weak ionization source, however, means that ion densities remain low across all altitudes,418

particularly above the exobase.419

Here we should also note that although these observations are taken on the night-420

side of Mars, the ions that we measure at high altitudes did not necessarily originate in421

the nightside ionosphere. As ions flow away from Mars, they are pushed in the antiso-422

lar direction by the solar wind. Particles from the dayside frequently flow around Mars423

and into the nightside magnetotail, where they are measured as nightside ions. We can424

see signatures of this flow in Figure 4, particularly in panels (b) and (d). While the lower425

right corners of these plots show enhanced densities due to electron precipitation along426

vertical fields, there is a separate slight enhancement found along the left sides of these427

plots. Moving to higher altitudes, this enhancement can be found at steeper and steeper428

elevation angles. This geometry corresponds to magnetic fields that drape around the429

planet and extend directly down the magnetotail, many of which carry ions flowing from430

the dayside. At low altitudes near the terminator, draped fields are nearly horizontal to431

the planet, but as they extend downtail they become increasingly vertical relative to the432

surface below them. Ion densities on these field lines do not appear to be appreciably433

larger than they are throughout the rest of the nightside.434
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Figure 4. Three sets of plots containing results from the nightside of Mars (SZA 120°-180°).

(A-D): Density of O2
+ and O+ ions. (E-H): Flux of O2

+ and O+ ions traveling upward with

energy in excess of the local escape energy for that ion. (I-L): Frequency of observing specified

magnetic topologies. Plots and axes are organized in the same manner as in Figure 2.
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Overall, the supply of ions on the nightside of Mars is much lower than on the day-435

side, and shows only slight variation with crustal magnetic field strength. As with our436

dayside analysis, we will next investigate the energization and transport of this supply.437

4.2 Energy438

As shown in Figure 4e-h, fluxes of O+ and O2
+ ions on the nightside of Mars dis-439

play very similar behavior. At low altitudes, fluxes at escape energy are low, despite the440

O2
+ density enhancement due to precipitating electrons that was observed in Figures441

4a-d. Moving to higher altitudes, particles are eventually accelerated to escape energy,442

and by 300-400 km altitude we see an increase in escaping fluxes at all crustal field strengths.443

In strong crustal field regions, appreciable O2
+ escape fluxes are observed at a lower al-444

titude than in the non-crustal field regions, likely due to the aforementioned higher sup-445

ply found in those locations.446

As on the dayside, many escaping oxygen ions are likely accelerated via field-aligned447

potentials. Since there is no standoff with the solar wind on this side of the planet, up-448

ward traveling ions that reach escape energy are able to flow downtail unimpeded, cre-449

ating a steady flow of ions up through our highest analyzed altitude of 1000 km. Just450

as in our plots of nightside ion density (Figure 4a-d), little variation is seen with crustal451

field strength. We can however, see the same signature of dayside ion fluxes flowing tail-452

ward through the nightside that was noted previously. On the left hand side of Figures453

4f and 4h, we see an enhancement of flux that moves to higher elevation angles as it reaches454

higher altitudes. These fluxes are carried on magnetic field lines connected to the day-455

side ionosphere that stretch directly downtail. Modeling studies have suggested that this456

may be an important pathway for ion escape (Liemohn et al., 2007). By comparing the457

left and right sides of Figure 4f, we can make a direct comparison between fluxes sourced458

from the dayside and the nightside of Mars, respectively. For both O+ and O2
+, the fluxes459

coming from the dayside appear to be stronger by roughly half an order of magnitude.460

This is in agreement with previous maps made using Mars Express measurements of high461

energy ion fluxes (Nilsson et al., 2011). Our analysis extends this result to include par-462

ticles that have only just reached escape energy.463

To summarize, nightside ion energization occurs across all crustal magnetic field464

strengths, above any regions where there are notable ion densities. This suggests that465
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nightside ion escape is limited by supply, and that if more ions were created they would466

likely be energized as well. Energized ion fluxes are much lower on the nightside than467

on the dayside, likely due once again to the low supply of ions.468

4.3 Transport469

In Figures 4i-l we present plots of the frequency of observing specified field topolo-470

gies on the nightside of Mars. Here we find somewhat similar trends to those we observed471

on the dayside. Closed fields are found most frequently at low altitudes and in strong472

crustal field regions, while open fields are more common in weakly magnetized regions473

and at higher altitudes. Unlike on the dayside, open fields are found down through the474

exobase, particularly in weakly magnetized regions, and they also freely extend out through475

1000 km altitude. Additionally, Figure 4l allows us to identify two separate populations476

of open field lines. At low altitudes, we can see one grouping of open field lines found477

with mostly horizontal elevation angles (0°), and a separate grouping of open field lines478

found at near vertical elevation angles (90°). As discussed in the previous two sections,479

these correspond to open fields connected to the dayside and the nightside of the planet,480

respectively. Escaping ion fluxes corresponding to both of these populations can be found481

in Figure 4h, with ions reaching escape energy at roughly 400 km altitude.482

It therefore appears that open field lines are available for the transport of most of483

the energized ions found in Figures 4e-h, suggesting again that nightside escape is likely484

supply-limited.485

5 Trends with solar zenith angle486

To link together our dayside and nightside analyses, we next present a set of plots487

that describe the supply, energization, and transport of oxygen ions as a function of al-488

titude and solar zenith angle. This is shown in Figure 5. In each panel, we have plot-489

ted dotted lines showing standard locations of the IB and IMB as modeled by Ramstad490

et al. (2017), and have also included a line marking the geometric shadow of Mars. Here491

we observe a few noteworthy features. Densities and fluxes on the dayside (0-90° SZA)492

are stronger than on the nightside (90-180° SZA) by an order of magnitude or more. Once493

again we can see the IB in the form of a steep ion density gradient, and as in our day-494

side analysis, we find that just below the IB lies a region of increased flux and open field495
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lines that could potentially facilitate escape. As expected, the IB and IMB are closest496

to the planet at the subsolar point, flaring out at the planet’s flanks. Finally, we can once497

again see that densities, fluxes, and open field lines on the nightside all extend through498

the entirety of our sampled altitude range. This includes a band of enhanced ion den-499

sity and flux that begins at 90° SZA and 200 km altitude, curving upwards and reach-500

ing 1000 km altitude at ∼ 120° SZA. This maps very closely to the path made by a line501

that extends directly tailward from the planet’s terminator. We can interpret this band502

as representing dayside ions flowing around the planet and downtail on the nightside,503

tracing out the edge of Mars’s geometric shadow.504

6 Interpretation505

The information provided in the preceding sections is summarized in the follow-506

ing main points:507

1. At low altitudes on the dayside, ion densities are uniformly high. Crustal field re-508

gions allow for the transport of these particles to higher altitudes, leading to lo-509

cal enhancements in density and flux. The escape of ions on the dayside therefore510

appears to be limited by energization and transport, rather than by supply.511

2. Below the IMB and above the tops of crustal field structures, there is an interac-512

tion region where dayside ions readily gain escape energy. This region also marks513

a transition to increased open magnetic field topology.514

3. On the nightside, particles flow away from the planet more freely than on the day-515

side, with escape fluxes appearing wherever there are notable ion densities. This516

suggests that the escape of ions on the nightside is limited by supply.517

4. Overall, escape fluxes from the nightside ionosphere appear to be significantly lower518

than those from the dayside ionosphere.519

5. Oxygen ions at escape energy are only strongly magnetized in strong crustal field520

regions at low altitudes. In regions of Mars containing no crustal fields, oxygen521

ions are only weakly affected by local field topology.522
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Figure 5. As a function of altitude and solar zenith angle, the supply, energization, and trans-

port of O2
+ and O+ ions at Mars. This three-step framework for analyzing escape is discussed

throughout this paper. The top row contains plots of ion density [cm-2]. The middle row contains

plots of ion fluxes traveling upward with escape energy [cm-2 s-1]. The bottom plot shows the

observation frequency of open field topology around Mars. In each panel, dotted lines show mod-

eled locations of the IMB and IB, as well as the geometric shadow of Mars. Bins containing fewer

than 50 points are colored gray.
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7 Estimates of crustal field contribution to ion escape523

The primary goal of this work is to use in-situ spacecraft measurements to constrain524

how crustal magnetic fields influence ion escape at Mars. Here we present two calcula-525

tions toward that end. The first is an estimate of the net effect that crustal magnetic526

fields have on global ion escape at Mars. The second is an estimate of the net effect caused527

by a single crustal field structure on ion escape in its local environment.528

7.1 Effect of crustal magnetic fields on global ion escape529

In Figures 2e and 2g we showed measurements of upward traveling ion flux above530

escape energy. Combining these measurements with our knowledge of topology and par-531

ticle magnetization, we can construct a rough estimate of how crustal fields influence ion532

escape at Mars. For the purposes of this calculation, we divide the crustal magnetic fields533

of Mars into three groupings: weak fields (0 - 20 nT), medium fields (20 - 100 nT), and534

strong fields (100-1000 nT), where the nT values given here correspond to modeled field535

strength at 150 km (the x-axis in Figures 2e and 2g). For each of these groupings, we536

will calculate an estimate of ion outflow using measurements of fluxes, topology, mag-537

netization, and the total surface area covered by that strength field.538

From Figure 3, we can see that energetic ions found in weak field regions are sub-539

stantially unmagnetized. We therefore take all of the upward flux measured at escape540

energy in those regions as successfully escaping the planet. Focusing on O2
+ initially,541

we use fluxes measured between 400 and 600 km altitude for weak field regions, as this542

is the altitude range at which we observe ions typically reaching escape energy in Fig-543

ure 2e. We find typical O2
+ fluxes for weak field regions to be ∼6.5 × 105 cm-2 s-1. For544

medium and strong field regions, we assume that particle escape is occurring near the545

top of crustal field structures, in the region of peak energization and increased open topol-546

ogy that we discussed in previous sections. For medium strength fields, this corresponds547

to an altitude of 400-700 km, while for strong fields it corresponds to an altitude of 600-548

1000 km. In each of these regions, we assume that any upward flux measured at escape549

energy on an open field line is escaping. Flux measured at this energy on a closed field550

line, however, we take to only potentially be escaping, as Figure 3 suggests that these551

particles are still partially magnetized. To account for this, we assign each region a scale552

factor (α for medium fields, and β for strong fields) representing the fraction of escape553
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energy flux on closed field lines that succeeds in escaping the planet. Combining the crustal554

field groupings, we then calculate total escape as:555

Total Outflow = F1A1

+ F open
2 Aopen

2 + αF closed
2 Aclosed

2

+ F open
3 Aopen

3 + βF closed
3 Aclosed

3

(1)

Here, the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 correspond to weak, medium and strong fields, re-556

spectively. The superscripts open and closed specify the measured field topology. F rep-557

resents ion flux, and A represents the area covered by fields of the specified strength. For558

example, Aopen
2 represents the area covered by medium strength fields with open topol-559

ogy, while Aclosed
3 represents the area covered by strong fields with closed topology. Fi-560

nally, α and β are the factors that determine what fraction of flux found on closed topol-561

ogy escapes in medium and strong fields, respectively.562

Results of this calculation are shown in Figure 6a, which provides O2
+ escape rates563

as a function of α and β. We can see in this figure that even with α = 0 and β = 0,564

we find an ion escape rate of 7×1023s−1. This encompasses all escape occurring in weak565

field regions and on open field lines in medium and strong field regions. If we increase566

α from 0 to 1, effectively assuming that all ion flux at escape energy in medium strength567

field regions will escape, this raises the ion escape by a factor of 1.5 to 1.1× 1024 s−1.568

From here, increasing β from 0 to 1 (assuming that all flux at escape energy in strong569

field regions escapes the planet) raises the total ion escape to 1.3 × 1024 s−1, a factor570

of 1.2 increase. This last increase in particular is a relatively small effect. This is due571

to the fact that strong crustal fields as they are defined here only make up ∼10% of the572

Martian surface.573

To estimate the net effect of crustal magnetic fields, we can now compare these re-574

sults to the escape rate that would result if the planet was only subject to our “weak field”575

regions, as these regions tend to be dominated by induced magnetic fields. That is, we576

calculate F1Atotal, a quantity that is plotted in Figure 6 as a horizontal dashed line. In577

this estimation, we see that ion escape is only increased by the presence of crustal fields578

if α and β are both close to one. This seems unlikely, as this would mean that magnetic579

fields present virtually no obstacle to escaping ions at Mars. If we were to assume more580

conservative (though arbitrary) values of α = 0.5 and β = 0.2, we would find an O2
+

581
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Figure 6. Dayside ion escape at Mars calculated through Equation 1. α represents the frac-

tion of upward flux on medium strength closed fields that escapes, while β represents the fraction

of upward flux on high strength closed fields that escapes. Upward flux on open field lines is

assumed to escape the system. The horizontal dotted lines correspond to the escape rates that

result from applying fluxes found in the low-strength field regions to the total area of Mars.
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escape rate of ∼ 9×1023s−1, a 20% decrease in outflow from that of an unmagnetized582

Mars. These values are chosen such that the estimate agrees with previous modeling stud-583

ies of the effects of crustal magnetic fields on Martian ion escape (Fang et al., 2010; Ma584

et al., 2014; Fang et al., 2015).585

Repeating the process described above for O+ escape results in Figure 6b. The trends586

exhibited are almost identical, but with escape rates that are uniformly higher by a fac-587

tor of ∼2. Once again, escape is only raised above that of an unmagnetized Mars if α588

and β are both close to one. In the case used above of α = 0.5, β = 0.2, escape is de-589

creased by 30% from the unmagnetized case. Note that in this calculation we have only590

considered escape from the dayside of Mars. Because nightside fluxes are a factor of 5-591

10 lower and are fairly uniform with magnetic field strength (see Figures 4e-h and 2e-592

h), they should have little effect on the estimations of total outflow made here.593

7.2 Effect of a crustal field structure on local ion escape594

Using a similar framework as in the previous estimate, we now calculate the net595

effect that a crustal field structure has on local ion flux. This amounts to a simple com-596

parison of the escape fluxes calculated in weak, medium, and strong field regions, with-597

out accounting for the total area of Mars covered by these fields. In weak field regions,598

the total escape flux of O2
+ and O+ has a median value of 1.9×106cm−2s−1. In medium-599

strength field regions, escape flux varies with our assumed value of α from 0.4×106cm−2s−1600

(α = 0) to 2.8 × 106 cm−2 s−1 (α = 1). This range spans from an 80% decrease to a601

50% increase from the weak field regions, depending on the assumed magnetization. For602

a medium-strength crustal field region to have the same escape flux as a weak crustal603

field region, an α value of 0.65 would be required, implying that 65% of all flux on closed604

field lines would need to escape the planet. In high-strength crustal field regions, escape605

fluxes range from 0.3×106 cm−2 s−1 (β = 0) to 2.9×106 cm−2 s−1 (β = 1). To achieve606

the same escape flux as a weak field region, 60% of the flux measured on closed field lines607

would need to escape the planet (β = 0.6). This suggests that escaping ions would need608

to be very unmagnetized in order for the presence of crustal fields to increase local ion609

escape.610
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8 Summary and Discussion611

In this study we used data from the MAVEN spacecraft to investigate the effects612

of crustal magnetic fields on ion escape at Mars. We analyzed the supply of ions using613

maps of ion density, the energization of ions using maps of ion fluxes at escape energy,614

and the possible transport of ions using maps of magnetic field topology. We used mag-615

netic field data from MAVEN to make maps of particle magnetization in crustal mag-616

netic fields, allowing us to gauge the extent to which escaping ions are affected by mag-617

netic topology.618

Together, these works provided us with an understanding of ion escape at Mars that619

we then used to estimate the net effect that crustal magnetic fields have on Martian ion620

escape. The results of this estimate are shown in Figure 6, where we determined that621

the presence of crustal fields affects global ion escape by less than a factor of 2. Depend-622

ing on the assumptions one makes regarding how effectively particles can escape from623

closed field lines, the influence of crustal magnetic fields could range from a net decrease624

in escape of 40% to a net increase of 20%. Under fairly typical assumptions, it seems likely625

that crustal fields currently decrease global ion escape by 20-30%, a finding that is in agree-626

ment with previous modeling results.627

In this calculation, we did not account at all for the effects of upstream drivers, but628

it is likely that escape from crustal field regions is significantly impacted by solar wind629

conditions. Weber et al. (2019), for example, showed that increased solar wind pressure630

tends to compress crustal fields on the dayside of Mars, leaving the ionosphere more ex-631

posed. If solar wind variations occur on a fast enough timescale, it is possible that this632

could leave the high ion densities found in crustal field regions suddenly exposed to the633

solar wind, leading to a large increase in ion outflow. This may contribute to the 10x en-634

hancement in ion escape that B. M. Jakosky et al. (2015) observed during the impact635

of an interplanetary coronal mass ejection at Mars.636

Finally, we estimated the effect that crustal field structures have on local ion es-637

cape, ignoring the global distribution of fields. We found that both medium-strength and638

strong crustal field regions could potentially increase local ion escape, but only if the ions639

were sufficiently unmagnetized that over 60% of ions found on closed magnetic fields with640

escape energy succede in escaping. If ions with escape energy are not unmagnetized to641

this degree, then crustal fields should be taken to decrease local escape. In the future,642
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the use of numerical models could help refine this result further. Test-particle models,643

for example, could provide a more exact determination particle magnetization in the Mar-644

tian crustal magnetic fields, allowing us to make more precise calculations of ion escape.645

Through this analysis, we also found that ion escape on the nightside of Mars ap-646

pears to be primarily limited by supply, and would therefore be enhanced effectively by647

any processes that increase nightside ion production (e.g. energetic electron precipita-648

tion). Ion escape on the dayside, however, appears to be limited by the energization and649

transport of ions. Because dayside ion escape higher than nightside ion escape by a fac-650

tor of ten, this may suggest that the ion escape at Mars would be drastically increased651

by processes that increase energization and transport efficiency, particularly in unmag-652

netized regions on the Martian dayside.653

The results shown here may hold implications toward the broader question of whether654

global magnetic dynamos are important for planetary habitability. In the context of plan-655

etary evolution, global magnetic fields are often described as critical for the retention of656

a planet’s atmosphere, but it is currently unclear whether this is the case (Moore & Hor-657

witz, 2007; Strangeway et al., 2010; D. Brain et al., 2013; Egan et al., 2019). We may658

be able treat crustal fields as a microcosm through which we can characterize the effects659

of global-scale fields, and investigations of the kind presented here represent a significant660

step toward that goal. The extent to which crustal fields can truly be used to understand661

the influence of global dynamos is currently unclear, however, and is left to future stud-662

ies.663
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